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Abstract  Emerging peer-to-peer (P2P) companies like Airbnb and Uber are considered  trailblazers of the sharing economy. After all, they promise sharing the value within  their networks, lower transaction fees, and an outlet for posting reviews. However,  research shows that true value is primarily shared within each company,  transaction fees are still double-digit high, and user’s data is vulnerable to breaches  and manipulation, all raising questions whether that’s a truly sharing economy.    Enter Beenest, a decentralized housing platform hosted on the Ethereum  blockchain. Beenest paves the way for a true decentralized sharing economy, as it  utilizes the Bee Token cryptocurrency as a means to share the value with the users,  all the while lowering transaction fees, and providing a secure outlet for genuine  reviews.    With the strong growth trajectory in the short-term housing market and the  growing acceptance of Ethereum and cryptocurrencies, Beenest will emerge as the  leader of the new decentralized short-term housing, as well as one of the early  real-life applications of cryptocurrency.                           
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Problem  Airbnb and other similar platforms are hailed as the heroes of the sharing economy  in the short-term housing market, but further insight into their business model  more accurately reflects them as utilizers of the access economy.    The True Value Creators (hosts and guests) are the unsung heroes that made the  success of Centralized Housing Platforms (Airbnb, HomeAway and etc.) possible.  However, the rapid growth of the short-term housing market has started to reveal  that Centralized Housing Platforms’ success is disproportionately distributed  amongst the companies and financial institutions, with little or none shared to the  True Value Creators.    In these systems, True Value Creators suffer the following:    - Centralization  - High Transaction Fees  - Fragile Trust and Security   



Centralization  Centralized Housing Platforms generally follow the traditional route beginning with  the founding team and ending with institutional funding. True Value Creators aren’t  given the opportunity to share in the success of the platform until the company  goes public. By this time, most of the success is disproportionately distributed  between the company and financial institutions, even though the True Value  Creators did most of the heavy lifting.    Listed below are few actions True Value Creators perform during the interaction:    - physical listing provided by the host  - auxiliary actions for positive experiences (respect for property, special  accommodations, and etc.)  - genuine feedback from hosts and guests    Centralized Housing Platforms take the actions done by True Value Creators for  granted, even though platform success wasn’t possible without them.  3 



High Transaction Fees  Centralized Housing Platforms rely on multiple intermediaries to conduct their  transactions, passing the costs to True Value Creators. Transaction fees include the  following: 



Total Fees (10% - 22%)    Platform Fees (3% - 15%)  Platform fees can include unnecessary overhead such as cost of arbitration  between hosts and users, even if none occurs for that transaction.    Financial Institutions Fees (3%)  Financial institutions (Visa, Mastercard, and etc.) charge for managing transactions  and facilitating as a 3rd party trust.    Foreign Transaction Fee (3%)  Users rarely limit their travel to a single country requiring transactions with  different denominations. Foreign transaction fees are charges for transactions  outside the country where the card was issued.    Currency Conversion Fee (1%)  Currency Conversion Fees are the result of the Dynamic Currency Conversion  (DCC), which is a fee charged to see the transaction cost in your preferred currency  denomination. DCC rates tend to be worse than traditional rates, but some  platforms are known to charge the currency conversion fee, unknowingly to the  user.   



Fragile Trust and Security  As the world becomes increasingly interconnected in the short-term housing  market, valid credentials (user identification and payment verification) alongside  valid feedback ensures a seamless user experience. However, Centralized Housing  Platforms contain fatal security flaws that allow vulnerabilities and data  mismanagement with relative ease.    4 



Insecure Credentials  Centralized Housing Platforms require user identification (government ID) and  payment verification (credit card) to recognize users and facilitate transactions.  Government ID, while credible, does not provide enough information to assess the  value or risk an individual has within the short-term housing market. Ironically,  credit cards provide too much information raising privacy and security concerns.  With incomplete information about an individual and increasing reports of data  breaches within financial institutions, Centralized Housing Platforms that rely on  these mediums are also at risk. 



 



https://www.advisenltd.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/whats-trending-in-cyber-liability-nationwide-infographic-2017-04-05.pdf 
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Mutable Feedback  Feedback generally represent an honest critique of that user’s experience with a  service or product with the intention of reaching a larger audience. However, when  platforms have the ability to modify and delete data, feedback credibility can  become skewed while honest opinions can sometimes be misrepresented.    In the class action lawsuit of B  oris Y. Levitt vs. Yelp! Inc., the Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of  Appeals ruled that Yelp! Inc. has the legal right to manipulate their data. Yelp! Inc.  has set the legal precedence of data manipulation which raises serious questions  whether interactions with centralized platforms can be truly genuine. 



 



https://cdn.ca9.uscourts.gov/datastore/opinions/2014/09/02/11-17676.pdf
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Solution  Ethereum provides competitive advantages such as smart contracts, blockchain  technology, and cryptocurrency usage that allow for a true sharing economy.    Beenest is a Decentralized Housing Platform that combines Ethereum’s competitive  advantages with the market-proven concept of Centralized Housing Platforms  (Airbnb, HomeAway, and etc.). The Bee Token is the cryptocurrency that fuels  Beenest’s network creating the following advantages:    - Decentralization Through Network Effects  - Low Transaction Fees with Smart Contracts  - Trust and Security through Blockchain   



Decentralization Through Network Effects  Beenest embraces decentralization and understands that a network becomes more  valuable as more people use it. From day one, the Beenest plans to distribute 50%  of its tokens to the general public.    The Bee Token aligns network  participants on a common goal -  tackling short-term housing on the  blockchain. A common goal  facilitates growth of the Bee Token  network increasing utility of the  token.    Built on top of Ethereum, the  Beenest becomes a blockchain  platform that allows the leveraging  of machine learning. With access to  the transparent and immutable  database, our models continuously  learn provide a better product  experience.   
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Low Transaction Fees with Smart Contracts  Beenest utilizes Ethereum Smart Contracts that act as “autonomous agents” to  automate transactions, passing the savings to True Value Creators. Transaction fees  are reduced to the following: 



Total Fees (2%)    Platform Fees (2%)  Smart Contracts eliminate unnecessary overhead reducing headcount, shortening  processes, and increasing available resources.    Gas Fees (
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Implementation  Trust and Security through Blockchain  Beenest leverages Ethereum’s blockchain to create a trusted and secure  comprehensive platform with the following features:    - Trusted Identity Validation  - Secure Payment Verification  - Immutable Feedback   



Trusted Identity Validation  The Beenest begins with the signup process validating the identity of the users. The  process ensures that users are real and authenticated. Along with 3rd party  authentication platforms like C  ivic, the Beenest employs a weighted Know Your  Customer (KYC) Reputation Score.    Each user will have a Reputation Score that can be leveraged in case of conflicts.  The higher the score, the higher the credibility. The Reputation Score can be one of  the following: Lowest, Low, Neutral, High, Highest. Below is a breakdown of the  Reputation Score:    ● Lowest (0): the user signed up but didn’t provide a wallet address  ○ will not allow users to host or book a place  ● Low (1): the user authenticated by providing a wallet address along with basic  KYC authentication: Name, Email, Address, Birthday and etc.  ○ will allow users to book but not host  ● Neutral (2): in addition to fulfilling Low requirements, the user uploaded a  valid proof of identification (US Driver's License, Passport)  ○ will allow users to book and host  ● High (3-10): in addition to fulfilling Neutral requirements, user has either  booked or hosted  ○ will allow users to write reviews  ● Highest (11-100): in addition to fulfilling High requirements, user has given a  review to a host or guest  ○ Users with the Highest Reputation Score are considered trusted  9 



  The High and Highest Reputation Score will fluctuate based on usage. High ratings  and positive reviews will increase the score, while low ratings and disputes/negative  reviews will lower the score. The score can also get lower if the user uses the  Beenest platform less frequently.   



Secure Payment Verification  Hosts can list their available house/apartment on our platform, and guests are able  to search for places to stay. In the background, the Beenest begins creating a smart  contract for terms that the hosts and guests agree upon:    - How many Bee Tokens is the guest going to pay?  - How many Bee Tokens will the guest be charged as a security deposit?  (Refunded if no issues arise)  - How many Bee Tokens is the host going to receive?  - Check-In Date?  - Check-Out Date?  - Wallet Addresses    In addition, hosts and guests have to agree on extra charges in case of a conflict:    - Host will agree to pay the guest a percentage of the cost in case the listing is  cancelled (minimum 5% of total)  - Guest will agree to pay the host a percentage of the cost as an insurance in  case of vandalism (minimum 2% of total)  - Host will agree to pay a percentage of the cost    After both parties reach an agreement, the Beenest platform generates a smart  contract with the provided information and uploads it to the Ethereum blockchain.  Both parties will send their Bee Tokens along with the smart contract to be held in  escrow.    On the check-out date, if there are no disputes, the host will receive their payment.  After 72 hours, if the host doesn’t file a complaint, the guest will receive their  security deposit in full. In case there’s a conflict where the host claims the guest left  the listing in a less-than-ideal condition, the security deposit can be used pay for 
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the damages. In case the host cancels, the hosts gets charged a cancellation fee,  which is paid to the guest.   



 



  Immutable Feedback  After the checkout date, guests and hosts are given a one-week timeframe to  review each other. With full understanding that reviews can’t be modified, reviews  will be posted to the blockchain. To ensure privacy and keep gas costs at a  minimum, reviews are encrypted and stored off-chain with the encrypted review  submitted to the blockchain. All reviews will be available on the Beenest platform;  however, machine learning will be used to filter fraudulent and scam reviews.   
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Market  Strong Growth in Short-Term Housing Market  As of 2017, the short-term housing market only consists of Centralized Housing  Platforms such as Airbnb, HomeAway, and etc. Most operate under a similar  business model with slight nuances such as country of focus, target audience, or  rental time frame. Based upon market research and product fit, the Beenest’s most  comparable direct competitor is Airbnb.    Global short-term rentals are properties that are e ither currently available or will be  available to h  ost and rent t o travellers and tourists.    The global short-term rental market is projected to grow at a CAGR of 7% from  approximately $147B in 2017 to $207B in 2022.       
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Applicable short-term sharing rentals are properties that are either currently used or  will be used to host and rent to travellers and tourists. All such rental properties are  what make up the Airbnb ecosystem.     Based on publicly available Airbnb data, we modeled out the growth of the  applicable short-term rental market and expect this market to grow from  approximately $25B in 2017 to $82B in 2022.     



https://press.atairbnb.com/app/uploads/2017/08/4-Million-Listings-Announcement-1.pdf  https://app.hubspot.com/presentations/511704/view/1438939?accessId=a64d0b  http://www.servicedapartmentsummit.com/media/1275/andrew-harrington-vacation-rental-final-derya-updated-conference.pdf  http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20170216005440/en/Global-Vacation-Rental-Market-Worth-USD-193.89 



  These findings indicate that the short-term housing market is in a strong growth  trajectory making it an ideal candidate for a real-world application in  cryptocurrency.   
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Business  The Beenest aims to compete in the applicable short-term rental market where  Airbnb is the most comparable direct competitor. Because users already  understand and have adopted the Airbnb business model, Bee Token’s penetration  of this market and future growth is contingent on the following:    1. Current and future Airbnb customers understanding the blockchain and its  capabilities  2. Those customers adopting the user of cryptocurrency to facilitate the type of  transactions currently dominated by Airbnb  3. Marketing, outreaching, and educating customer on the benefits of the  platform  4. Growth of the short-term sharing rental market    Based on our expectation of how fast Airbnb customers migrate onto the platform,  adopt the use of cryptocurrency to transact, and assuming a 2% transaction fee, we  estimate Bee Token’s revenue to grow from approximately $1M in 2018 to $33M in  2022. 
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While the exact rate of growth is uncertain, the increasing market capitalization of  Ethereum indicates a growing acceptance of Ethereum and cryptocurrency as a  whole. These findings support the conclusion that the Bee Token is in a strong  position to leverage the growing cryptocurrency acceptance and make an impact in  the short-term housing market.     
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Crowdfunding       



    Total Supply: 500 million Bee Tokens  Hard Cap: TBD    The Bee Token team will be on a 4 year vesting schedule. A  fter a 1 year cliff, the  team will receive ¼ of their allocation and then every month thereafter 1/48 of their  allocation until the 4 year period is up.     No one is exempt from this vesting schedule including cofounders and advisors. 
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Timeline 
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Appendix  Meet the Team  Profiles coming soon!     
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